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Superior Fresh breaks out of the ‘business as usual’ mold;
Atlantic Sapphire creating more ‘space’ for salmon

Superior Fresh facility before new construction, located in Wisconsin.
Photo courtesy of Superior Fresh.
Domestically produced, fresh Atlantic salmon is hitting the U.S. marketplace. That’s nothing new.
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What is new is that these sh aren’t from traditional ocean-based farms. They’re from land-based aquaculture
facilities in places most people wouldn’t expect.
For industry insiders, the emergence of land-based aquaculture is not too surprising, seen as a response to demand
for Atlantic salmon and locally produced food with a low environmental footprint. Despite the considerable expense
to build a suitable facility that can produce sh at commercial scale, two prominent producers are making waves with
this market-leading species, recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS) and are poised to make an early stand in the
United States.
The rst RAS producer to bring Atlantic salmon to market did so this past July, when Superior Fresh LLC harvested its
rst batch at its facility in North eld, Wisc., a thousand miles from the nearest ocean.
Superior Fresh operates an aquaponics RAS system that produces Atlantic salmon and steelhead trout in conjunction
with leafy greens. Its certi ed-organic produce, fertilized by the sh waste, has been on the market since 2018, but
the rst yield of market-sized salmon staked the company’s claim as RAS pioneers. In celebration, Superior Fresh
announced an expansion plan at its current facility to increase production almost tenfold. Construction is in the
works for a new facility that will increase their yield from its current 160,000 pounds (80 metric tons) to 1.5 million
pounds (750 MT) annually by 2022.
Atlantic Sapphire is also carving out its position as a leader in U.S. Atlantic salmon production, even though its sh
are not yet on the market. The Denmark-based company has a facility under construction outside of Miami, Fla., with
some sh already in smolt stage of production. The company expects to harvest its rst market-sized yield next
summer, with an eye on annual production of about 90,000 MT by 2026.

Expansion is under way at Superior Fresh, which aims to increase its
production of 160,000 pounds of Atlantic salmon to 1.5 million within
24 months. Photo courtesy of Superior Fresh.
The successful development and growth plans of these two companies may signal more than just a passing interest
in this technology. Despite the increasing in uence of aquaculture in global seafood supplies, Steve Summerfelt, chief
science o cer at Superior Fresh is unsure whether the U.S. aquaculture industry will expand or not, without RAS as a
driver.
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“I don’t think that our domestic industry can continue with business as usual,” he said. “Fish farm expansion in the
United States continues to be challenged by lower-priced imports and constrained by competition for limiting water
sources and farm sites, plus a strict regulatory framework.”
These limiting factors, however, can be overcome with technical innovation in production systems, like those that
Superior Fresh is putting into play, said Summerfelt. This technology is optimized to “exclude obligate pathogens,
capture all of the waste and avoid any discharge from production and processing systems,” he said.
With more than 30 years’ experience in RAS engineering and research, Summerfelt (formerly with The Conservation
Fund’s Freshwater Institute in West Virginia) joined Superior Fresh in 2017 and has been a key player in supporting its
commitment to environmental stewardship. In conjunction with expansion plans, Superior Fresh has recently
conducted several research projects that Summerfelt explained were focused on maximizing product quality and
production e ciency while minimizing risk.

An indoor view of the Atlantic Sapphire Bluehouse™ outside of Miami,
Fla. Photo courtesy of Atlantic Sapphire.
Although past the research and development phase, Atlantic Sapphire used its facility in Denmark to work through
efforts to de-risk production in preparation for its Bluehouse™ Miami facility.
“It has also served as proof-of-concept that full harvest-sized salmon can be raised at commercial scale out of the
ocean,” Johan Andreassen, CEO of Atlantic Sapphire, told the Advocate. “As pioneers in the eld, we are overcoming
challenges that no one has faced before, and although our Bluehouse technology is unique and different from other
RAS facilities, some of the learnings will set precedents for the land-based salmon industry at large.”
Andreassen foresees demand for Atlantic salmon in the United States growing at an average rate of 7 percent
through 2031.
“There will be a need for a new supply of Atlantic salmon,” Andreassen a rmed. “We’re not looking at taking the
current market share of salmon producers, but to help increase the market and to meet this increasing demand.”
Bluehouse will be the largest RAS U.S. facility once completed, he added. “We raised an additional $90 million in May
to increase our target capacity,” Andreassen explained. “We went from a target of 90,000 metric tons in 2026 to a
target of 220,000 metric tons in 2031.”
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Almost 500,000 MT of salmon are consumed annually in the U.S. market, according to the National Marine Fisheries
Service. Once these two companies reach their respective capacity goals, they could theoretically produce enough
Atlantic salmon to satisfy roughly half of that amount. But for now, building market demand is crucial for the success
of these large-scale operations, and likely the future of the domestic aquaculture industry at large.

“Because the customer won’t compromise, we don’t either.”
Superior Fresh, which already has product on the market, is building positive consumer perceptions.
“It also helps to gain social license when we never use antibiotics, formalin, or chemical pesticides beyond tiny
amounts of salt and hydrogen peroxide; when our sh are non-GMO and their feeds only use non-GMO ingredients;
when we don’t seek or require a discharge permit from our production systems that would literally grant a ‘license to
pollute’; and when our production methods don’t require any anti-predator plans that would permit killing sh-eating
birds or marine mammals. These issues matter,” Summerfelt stated. “Because the customer won’t compromise, we
don’t either.”
Atlantic Sapphire is similarly committed to raising only high-quality product and utmost respect for the environment,
but Andreassen acknowledges that providing premium product comes with a premium price point.
“On a cost basis, we expect Bluehouse, farming at scale, to be the lowest-cost producer of salmon that reaches the
U.S. market. As the cost of transporting the salmon by air is high – between $1 and $2 per kg – this will be a direct
cost advantage versus Chilean or European salmon,” he said.
Proximity to market theoretically helps RAS farms compete with the lower costs of imported product, but they’ll be
saddled with higher expectations of quality and the responsibility of having minimal impacts on ecosystems.
With RAS technology at a crucial stage of development, several other rms specialized in rearing Atlantic salmon on
land are in the works across the country; still others are specializing in species like steelhead salmon
(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/a-land-grab-for-salmon-and-shrimp-in-upstate-new-york/) (rainbow
trout) and sea bass (https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/connecticut-urban- sh-farm-leans-on-ras-toproduce-branzino/). It’s early days for land-based aquaculture but Andreassen believes the future is bright.
“Coastal salmon farming is limited for various environmental reasons, and salmon demand is only expected to
increase,” Andreassen said. “The world needs new ways of producing protein. We’re proving that it’s not necessary to
use more coastal space to meet the growing demand of salmon.”

Editor’s Note: The article was amended to re ect the fact that Superior Fresh’s sh have been certi ed as non-GMO
and are raised on feed with no GMO ingredients, not “certi ed GMO-free” as was originally reported.
Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GAA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GAA_Advocate)
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Jade Silverstein is a seafood professional, aquaculture enthusiast and aspiring journalist. This is
her debut contribution to the Global Aquaculture Advocate. She lives in Cold Spring, N.Y.
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